Brief Description of the Program
Profession
•

An international analyst is a specialist in public diplomacy and world politics. Graduates can work in
international organizations both in their own country and abroad, having a good command of several
foreign languages.

Educational process
A highly professional teaching staff is involved in the teaching and learning process. Training
programs cover the widest range of issues that are most relevant at this stage in the development of
international relations. Some of the programs are implemented jointly with universities of Luxembourg, the
Czech Republic, Palestine, Macedonia, the United States and other countries. This allows students not only
to listen to lectures by foreign professors, but also to undergo an internship at leading universities in the
world. From the first days of training, students learn to cope with difficult and unpredictable situations, to
solve their professional tasks. Teaching and learning are based on a game-theoretic approach, a
brainstorming method and a simulation method based on modern computer technologies. The training is
related to the development of skills for working with expert materials, their assessment and the independent
preparation of basic analytical and prognostic documents. This is facilitated by the study of several foreign
languages.
Thematic discussions, master classes conducted by leading specialists in the area, participation in
international competitions, communication with potential employers form professional competencies of
future specialists in international affairs.
Disciplines
 Foreign language
 Theory of international relations
 History of international relations
 British imperial space
 International integration and international organizations
 Theory and history of diplomacy
 International relations of Russian regions
 International conflicts in the modern world
 Russian-American relations
 Ethnology and world religions
 Ethnopolitology
 Modern international relations
 Foreign policy decision-making
 World politics
 National and world economy
 Political problems of international relations
 Migration as a factor of modern Russian politics
 Mathematical methods in political research
 Political vocabulary in a foreign language
 Regions of peace in international relations
 Law
 Political rhetoric
 State and international law
 Political geography
 Russia in global politics
Practical training
The educational program includes three types of practical trainings.
Practical training in obtaining primary professional skills is conducted in the structural units of the
university. The purpose of this practical training is to deepen and consolidate scientific and theoretical

knowledge of students in the field of international relations, contributing to the formation of professional
competencies in International Relations, as well as to develop research work skills.
The purpose of practical training in obtaining professional skills and professional experience is to
consolidate and deepen theoretical knowledge gained during training, as well as to gain experience in the
implementation of projects in a specific area of activity, to develop skills for solving technical,
organizational and managerial tasks independently. The practical training is held in international
organizations, as well as government bodies in the cities of Tambov, Moscow, Voronezh, St. Petersburg, etc.
(Administration of the Tambov Region, Administration of the City of Tambov, Tambov Regional Duma,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, Federation Council of the Russian Federation, State
Duma of the Russian Federation, various business structures engaged in international activities, etc.).
The purpose of the pre-graduation practical training is the acquisition by students of practical skills
and competencies in the field of professional activity, consolidation, deepening and systematization of
theoretical knowledge obtained at the university, selection of necessary information to complete the final
qualification work (bachelor's thesis).
Career
Graduates can make an academic career by continuing their education doing master’s and PhD
degree programs. After graduation, they can continue their education in the field of international relations,
world politics and economics, financial analytics, law, journalism and public relations.
Specialists in international relations can find application to their professional skills in government
institutions, trade, financial and commercial organizations cooperating with different countries. Such
workers are indispensable in travel agencies. These experts can also find their vocation in science, teaching
or journalism.
Bachelor’s degree in international relations allows graduates to get a job as referents or translators in
state bodies, governmental and non-governmental organizations, scientific and educational institutions.
After completing the program, you can work as a translator, guide, expert, consultant or manager. All these
areas are united by the fact that the job involves contacts with representatives of different countries.

